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With people increasingly using emoticons in written text on the Web in order to ex-

press, stress, or disambiguate their sentiment, it is crucial for automated sentiment
analysis tools to correctly account for such graphical cues for sentiment. We analyze

how emoticons typically convey sentiment and we subsequently propose and evaluate

a novel method for exploiting this with a manually created emoticon sentiment lexicon
in a lexicon-based polarity classification method. We evaluate our approach on 2,080

Dutch tweets and forum messages, which all contain emoticons. We validate our find-

ings on 10,069 English reviews of apps, some of which contain emoticons. We find that
accounting for the sentiment conveyed by emoticons on a paragraph level – and, to a

lesser extent, on a sentence level – significantly improves polarity classification perfor-

mance. Whenever emoticons are used, their associated sentiment tends to dominate the
sentiment conveyed by textual cues and forms a good proxy for the polarity of text.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, popular Web sites like Twitter, Blogger, and Epinions allow their users to vent

opinions on just about anything through an ever-increasing amount of short messages, blog

posts, or reviews. This yields a continuous flow of an overwhelming amount of data, containing

traces of valuable information – people’s sentiment with respect to products, brands, etcetera.

As estimates indicate that one in three blog posts [34] and one in five tweets [25] discuss

products or brands, the abundance of user-generated content published through the Social

Web renders automated information monitoring tools crucial for today’s businesses [38].
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2 Exploiting Emoticons in Polarity Classification of Text

Automated sentiment analysis techniques come to answer this need [14, 28, 42]. Sentiment

analysis refers to a broad area of natural language processing, computational linguistics, and

text mining. Typically, the goal of sentiment analysis is to determine the polarity of natural

language text. An intuitive approach would involve scanning a piece of text for cues signaling

its polarity.

In face-to-face communication, sentiment can often be deduced from visual cues like frown-

ing or smiling. However, in plain-text computer-mediated communication, such visual cues

are lost. Over the years, people have embraced the usage of so-called emoticons as an alter-

native to face-to-face visual cues in (on-line) computer-mediated communication like virtual

utterances of opinions in the Social Web. In this light, we define emoticons as visual cues

used in texts to replace normal visual cues like frowning or smiling in order to express, stress,

or disambiguate one’s sentiment. Emoticons are typically sequences of typographical symbols

such as “:”, “=”, “-”, “)”, or “( ” and commonly represent facial expressions. Emoticons can

be read either sideways, like “:-( ” (a sad face), or normally, like “(ˆ ˆ)” (a happy face).

Several types of automated polarity classification methods have been proposed [14, 28, 42].

Many state-of-the-art methods represent natural language text as a bag-of-words, i.e., an

unordered collection of the words occurring in the text. Such an approach allows for vector

representations of text, enabling the use of machine learning techniques for classifying the

polarity of text. Features in such representations may be, e.g., words or parts of words.

However, machine learning polarity classifiers typically require a lot of training data in order

to function properly. Moreover, even though machine learning classifiers may perform very

well in the domain that they have been trained on, their performance drops significantly

when they are used in another domain [49]. Additionally, machine learning polarity classifiers

typically give little insight into why a text is assigned a specific polarity classification.

In this light, alternative lexicon-based methods have gained renewed attention [6, 12, 13,

17, 19, 48], not in the least because they tend to have a more robust performance across

domains and texts [49]. These essentially rule-based methods keep a more linguistic view on

textual data rather than abstracting away from natural language by means of vectorization.

As such, deep linguistic analysis comes more naturally in lexicon-based approaches, thus al-

lowing for intuitive ways of accounting for structural [17] or semantic [22] aspects of text in

sentiment analysis. Lexicon-based methods use sentiment lexicons for retrieving the polarity

of individual words and subsequently aggregate these scores – e.g., by computing a (weighted)

sum or average of the individual word scores – in order to determine the text’s overall polar-

ity. A sentiment lexicon typically contains simple and compound words and their associated

sentiment, possibly differentiated by Part-of-Speech (POS) and/or meaning [1].

Recent findings suggest that people’s sentiment is not so much conveyed by the words in a

text per se, but rather by how these words are used [2, 7, 17]. Emoticons could be helpful in

this context, as they may for instance signal the intended sentiment of an otherwise objective

statement, e.g., “This product does not work :-( ”. However, today’s lexicon-based polarity

classification approaches typically do not consider emoticons. Conversely, one of the first steps

in most existing work is to remove many of the typographical symbols constituting emoticons,

thus preventing emoticons from being detected at all. Therefore, we aim to investigate how

emoticons are typically used to convey sentiment and how we can exploit this by using an

additional emoticon lexicon in order to improve lexicon-based polarity classification.
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We extend our existing work [20] with more details and a validation of our results on

new data. Our polarity classifier detects emoticons, determines their sentiment by using an

emoticon sentiment lexicon, and assigns this sentiment to the text affected by the detected

emoticons. The emoticon-based information thus obtained is then combined with the sen-

timent conveyed by verbal cues in the remaining, unaffected text in order to help correctly

classify the polarity of a document as either positive or negative.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2 elaborates on sen-

timent analysis and how emoticons are used in computer-mediated communication. Then,

in Section 3, we analyze how emoticons are typically related to the polarity of the text they

occur in and we additionally propose a method for harvesting information from emoticons

when analyzing the polarity of text. The performance of our novel approach is assessed in

Section 4. Last, in Section 5, we draw conclusions and propose directions for future work.

2 Related Work

In a literature survey on sentiment analysis [42], the current surge of research interest in

systems that deal with opinions and sentiment is attributed to the fact that, in spite of today’s

users’ hunger for and reliance upon on-line advice and recommendations, explicit information

on user opinions is often hard to find, confusing, or overwhelming. Many sentiment analysis

approaches exist, yet harvesting information from emoticons has been relatively little explored.

2.1 Sentiment analysis

The roots of sentiment analysis are in fields like natural language processing, computational

linguistics, and text mining. The main objective of most sentiment analysis approaches is to

extract subjective information from natural language text. Most work focuses on determining

the overall polarity of words, sentences, text segments, or documents [42]. This task is

commonly approached as a binary classification problem, in which a text is to be classified as

either positive or negative. It can be considered as a ternary classification problem as well, by

introducing a third class of neutral documents. An alternative to such polarity classification

approaches is the determination of a degree of positivity or negativity of natural language text

in order to produce, e.g., rankings of positive and negative documents [7, 8]. In this paper,

we address the binary document-level polarity classification problem, dealing with classifying

documents as either positive or negative.

As sentiment analysis tools have particularly useful applications in marketing and reputa-

tion management [5, 14, 18, 27], polarity classification tools are often evaluated on collections

of reviews. Reviews typically contain people’s opinions expressed in natural language, and

often have an associated (numeric) score quantifying one’s judgment. A widely used corpus

for assessing polarity classification methods is a collection of 2,000 English movie reviews [41].

Among the popular bag-of-word approaches to polarity classification, a binary represen-

tation of text, indicating the presence of specific words, has initially proven to be an effective

approach, yielding an accuracy of 87% on the English movie review collection [41]. Later

research has focused on different vector representations of text, including vector representa-

tions with additional features representing semantic distinctions between words [53] or vector

representations with tf-idf -based weights for word features [40]. Such approaches typically

yield a polarity classification accuracy on the movie review data set of over 90%.
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The alternative lexicon-based approaches typically exhibit lower accuracy on the movie

review data set, but tend to be more robust across domains [49]. Additionally, the rule-based

nature of lexicon-based polarity classification methods allows for insight into why a text is

assigned a particular classification. Moreover, lexicon-based approaches can be generalized

relatively easily to other languages by means of dictionaries [35]. A rather simple lexicon-

based method has been shown to have an accuracy of up to 60% on the movie review data [18].

A more sophisticated lexicon-based polarity classification approach has been shown to have

an average accuracy of 68% on 1,900 documents from the movie review data set [48]. A

deeper linguistic analysis focusing on differentiating between rhetorical roles of text segments

has recently been proven to perform comparably well too [17]. On 1,000 documents from the

movie review data set, this approach yields an accuracy of 72%, which is about a 5% relative

improvement over not accounting for structural aspects of content.

Even though some lexicon-based polarity classification approaches explore promising new

directions of incorporating structural and semantic aspects of content [17, 22, 23], they typ-

ically fail to harvest information from potentially important cues for sentiment in today’s

user-generated content – emoticons. Nevertheless, emoticons have already been exploited to

a limited extent, mainly for automated data annotation.

For instance, in early work, a crude distinction between a handful of positive and negative

emoticons has been used to automatically generate data sets with positive and negative sam-

ples of natural language text in order to train and test polarity classification techniques [43].

These early results suggest that the sentiment conveyed by emoticons is topic- and domain-

independent. These findings have been successfully applied in later work in order to automat-

ically construct collections of positive and negative tweets [11, 39], or collections of tweets in

alternative sentiment categories, such as angry and sad emotional states [56]. Combining such

automatically annotated training data with manually labeled training data has been shown to

yield sentiment analysis classifiers that outperform similar classifiers that have been trained

on manually annotated training data only [29].

The aforementioned work on exploiting emoticons in sentiment analysis [11, 29, 39, 43, 56]

has been focused on using emoticons for automatically constructing training data, rather

than on interpreting the emoticons in unseen text, in order to better classify its conveyed

sentiment. In some work, however, a small set of emoticons has in fact been used as features

for polarity classification, in addition to more common features such as sentiment-carrying

words [11, 51]. Yet, the findings of the latter work do not indicate that treating emoticons

as if they are normal sentiment-carrying words yields a significant improvement over ignor-

ing emoticons when classifying the polarity of natural language text. In this light, treating

emoticons differently may seem a more viable approach, yet an alternative method that solely

focuses on emoticons as cues for sentiment has been shown to yield a high performance on

only a small subset of documents [16]. Provided that emoticons are, nevertheless, important

cues for sentiment in today’s user-generated content, the key to harvesting information from

emoticons lies in understanding how they relate to a text’s overall polarity.

To the best of our knowledge, existing research does not focus on investigating how emoti-

cons affect the polarity of natural language text, nor on exploring how this phenomenon can be

successfully exploited in lexicon-based polarity classification. In order to address this hiatus,

we must first understand how emoticons are used in computer-mediated communication.
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2.2 Emoticons

Research has demonstrated that humans are clearly influenced by the use of nonverbal cues in

face-to-face communication [9, 46]. Nonverbal cues have even been shown to dominate verbal

cues in face-to-face communication in case verbal and nonverbal cues are equally strong [4].

Apparently, nonverbal cues are deemed important indicators for people in order to understand

the intentions and emotions of whomever they are communicating with. Translating these

findings to computer-mediated communication does hence not appear to be too far-fetched,

if it were not for the fact that plain-text computer-mediated communication does not leave

much room for nonverbal cues.

However, users of computer-mediated communication have found their ways of overcoming

the lack of personal contact by using emoticons. The first emoticon was used on September

19, 1982 by professor Scott Fahlman in a message on the computer science bulletin board of

Carnegie Mellon University. In his message, Fahlman proposed to use the character sequences

“:-)” and “:-( ” in order to clearly distinguish jokes from more serious matters, respectively.

It did not take long before the phenomenon of emoticons had spread to a much larger com-

munity. People started sending yells, hugs, and kisses by using graphical symbols formed

by characters found on a typical keyboard. A decade later, emoticons had found their way

into everyday computer-mediated communication and had become the paralanguage of the

Web [33]. By then, 6% of the messages on electronic mailing lists [44] and 13% of UseNet

newsgroup posts [55] were estimated to contain emoticons.

Thus, nonverbal cues have emerged in computer-mediated communication. It should how-

ever be noted that these nonverbal cues in computer-mediated communication are conceptu-

ally different from nonverbal cues in face-to-face communication. Real-life cues like laughing

and weeping are often considered to be involuntary ways of expressing oneself in face-to-face

communication, whereas the use of their respective equivalents “:-)” and “:-( ” in computer-

mediated communication is intentional [26]. As such, emoticons enable people to indicate

subtle mood changes, to signal irony, sarcasm, and jokes, and to express, stress, or disam-

biguate their (intended) sentiment, perhaps even more than nonverbal cues in face-to-face

communication can. Therefore, harvesting information from emoticons appears to be a viable

strategy to improve the state-of-the-art of sentiment analysis. Yet, the question is not so

much whether, but rather how we should account for emoticons when classifying the polarity

of a document.

3 Emoticons and Polarity

In order to exploit emoticons in an automated polarity classification setting, we first need to

analyze how emoticons are typically related to the polarity of the text they occur in. Insights

into what parts of a text are affected by emoticons in which way are crucial for advancing the

state-of-the-art of polarity classification by harvesting information from emoticons.

3.1 Emoticons as cues for polarity

In order to assess the role emoticons play in conveying the sentiment of a text, we have

performed a qualitative analysis of a collection of 2,080 Dutch tweets and forum messages. We

have randomly sampled this content from search results from Twitter and Google discussion

groups when querying for brands like Vodafone, KLM, Kinect, etcetera.
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Table 1. Typical examples of how emoticons can be used to convey sentiment.

Sentence How Sentiment
I love my work :-D Intensification Positive

The movie was bad :-D Negation Positive
:-D I got a promotion Only sentiment Positive
- - I love my work Negation Negative

The movie was bad - - Intensification Negative
I got a promotion - - Only sentiment Negative

The first hypothesis that we have evaluated on our data is the hypothesis of emoticons

having a rather local effect, i.e., emoticons affecting the paragraph or sentence rather than

the document in which they occur. Paragraphs typically address distinct topics or points of

view, thus rendering the applicability of an emoticon in one paragraph to another unlikely.

In our sample collection, upon inspection, emoticons generally have a paragraph-level effect

for those paragraphs containing only one emoticon. In case a paragraph contains multiple

emoticons, the analysis of our sample shows that an emoticon is generally more likely to affect

the sentence in which it occurs.

In our sample, 84% of all emoticons are placed at the end of a paragraph, 9% are positioned

somewhere in the middle of a paragraph, and 7% are used at the beginning of a paragraph.

This positioning of emoticons suggests that it is typically not a single word, but rather a

text segment that is affected by an emoticon. Additionally, these results imply that in case

an emoticon is used in the middle of a paragraph with multiple emoticons, the emoticon is

statistically more likely to be associated with the preceding text segment.

In addition to assessing what is affected by emoticons, we have analyzed how emoticons

affect text as well. Our sample shows that emoticons can generally be used in three ways.

First, emoticons can be used to express sentiment when sentiment is not conveyed by any

clearly positive or negative words in a text segment, thus rendering the emoticons to be

carrying the only sentiment in such cases. Second, emoticons can stress sentiment by inten-

sifying the sentiment already conveyed by sentiment-carrying words. Third, emoticons can

be used to disambiguate sentiment, for instance in cases where the sentiment associated with

sentiment-carrying words needs to be negated. Some examples can be found in Table 1.

Table 1 clearly demonstrates how the sentiment associated with a piece of text can dif-

fer when using different emoticons, i.e., the happy emoticon “:-D” and the “- -” emoticon

indicating extreme boredom or disagreement, irrespective of the position of the emoticons.

The sentiment carried by an emoticon is independent from its embedding text, rendering

word sense disambiguation techniques [37] not useful for emoticons. Thus, the sentiment of

emoticons appears to be dominating the sentiment carried by verbal cues in sentences, if any.

In some cases, this may be a crucial property that can be exploited by automated sentiment

analysis approaches. For instance, when an emoticon is the only cue in a sentence conveying

sentiment, we are typically dealing with a phenomenon that we refer to as factual sentiment.

For example, the sentence “I got a promotion” does nothing more than stating the fact that

one got promoted. However, getting a promotion is usually linked to a positive emotion

like happiness or pride. Therefore, human interpreters could be inclined to acknowledge

the implied sentiment and thus consider the factual statement to be a positive statement.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our sentiment analysis framework.

However, this requires an understanding of context and involves incorporating real-world

knowledge into the process of sentiment analysis. This is a cumbersome task for machines.

In this light, emoticons can be valuable cues for deriving an author’s intended sentiment.

3.2 Framework

We propose a framework for automated document-level polarity classification, which takes

into account the information conveyed by emoticons. This framework detects emoticons,

determines their sentiment, and assigns the associated sentiment to the text affected by the

detected emoticons. The emoticon-based information thus obtained is then combined with the

sentiment conveyed by verbal cues in the remaining unaffected text, in order to help correctly

classify the polarity of a document as either positive or negative. In order to accomplish this,

we build upon existing work [2]. Our framework, depicted in Figure 1, is a pipeline in which

each component fulfills a specific task in analyzing the sentiment of a document. Here, a

document is a coherent piece of text that can be as small as a one-line tweet or as big as a

news article, review, blog, or forum message with multiple paragraphs.

First, we load a document to be analyzed for sentiment. Then, the document is split into

text segments, which may be either paragraphs or sentences (step 1). Sentiment analysis is

subsequently initially performed on segment level, after which the segment-level sentiment

analysis results are combined.

Each text segment is checked for the presence of emoticons (step 2). To this end, we

propose to use an emoticon sentiment lexicon, which we define as a list of character sequences

– emoticons – and their associated sentiment scores. These emoticons may be organized into

emoticon synsets, which we define as groups of emoticons denoting the same emotion. Table 2

shows examples of such emoticon synsets, representing emotions like happiness and sadness.
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Table 2. Typical examples of emoticon synsets.

Emoticon synset Emoticons
Happiness :-D, =D, xD, (ˆ ˆ)
Sadness :-(, =(
Crying :’(, =’(, (; ;)

Boredom - -, -.-, (> <)
Love <3, (L)

Embarrassment :-$, =$, >///<

When checking a text segment for the presence of emoticons, we compare each word in the

text segment with the entries in the emoticon sentiment lexicon. Here, we consider words

to be character sequences, separated by whitespace characters. If a word in a text segment

matches a character sequence in the emoticon sentiment lexicon, the segment is rated for

sentiment based on the sentiment imposed onto the text by its emoticons (step 3a). Else, the

segment is analyzed for the sentiment conveyed by its sentiment-carrying words (step 3b1–3).

In case a text segment is analyzed based on the emoticons it contains (step 3a), the

segment is assigned a sentiment score equal to the total (summed) sentiment associated with

all of its emoticons, as derived from the emoticon sentiment lexicon. Sentiment scores of

sentiment-carrying words (if any) are ignored in this process, as the sentiment of emoticons

tends to dominate the sentiment carried by verbal cues (see Section 3.1).

In order to analyze a text segment for the sentiment conveyed by its sentiment-carrying

words (step 3b1–3), it is first preprocessed by removing diacritics and other special characters

(step 3b1) and identifying each word’s POS, lemma, and its purpose in the text, i.e., sentiment-

carrying term, modifying term, or irrelevant term (step 3b2). Following existing work [2],

we consider modifying terms to change the sentiment of corresponding sentiment-carrying

word(s). We assume negations to change the sentiment sign and amplifiers to multiply the

sentiment of the affected sentiment words with an appropriate factor. After determining the

word types, the text segment is rated for its conveyed sentiment by means of a lexicon-based

sentiment scoring method that essentially computes the sentiment of the text segment as the

total sentiment score of all (modified) sentiment-carrying words in the segment (step 3b3).

As such, the sentiment score ζsi of the i-th segment si of document d can be computed

as either a function of the sentiment scores ζej of each emoticon ej in segment si, or as a

function of the sentiment scores ζtj of each sentiment-carrying word tj and the weight wtj of

its modifying term (if any, else, this weight defaults to 1), i.e.,

ζsi =

{ ∑Vi

j=1 ζej if Vi > 0,∑Ti

j=1

(
ζtj · wtj

)
else,

(1)

with Vi the number of visual cues for sentiment in segment si and Ti the number of sentiment-

carrying textual cues (i.e., combinations of sentiment-carrying words and their modifiers) in

the segment. In (1), ζej and ζtj are real numbers ranging from −1 (negative) to 1 (positive).

After determining the sentiment conveyed by each individual text segment, all text seg-

ments are recombined into a single document. Note that a document can have both segments

with and without emoticons. The sentiment score ζd of a document d is then calculated as

the average over all segment-level sentiment scores, i.e.,
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ζd =

∑p
i=1 ζsi∑p

i=1 (Vi + (ai · Ti))
, (2)

with p the number of segments of document d and ai indicating whether a full sentiment

analysis needs to be performed on the textual cues of text segment si (1) or not (0), i.e.,

ai =

{
0 if Vi > 0,
1 else.

(3)

A negative document-level sentiment score thus computed typically indicates a negative

document (−1), whereas other scores yield a positive classification (1). As sentiment scores can

to a certain extent be used to distinguish between universal classes of intended sentiment [21],

the classification cd of document d is defined as a function of its sentiment score ζd, i.e.,

cd =

{
1 if ζd ≥ 0,
−1 else.

(4)

4 Polarity Classification by Exploiting Emoticons

By means of a set of experiments, we evaluate our novel method of polarity classification

of natural language text by exploiting emoticons. The experimental setup is detailed in

Section 4.1, whereas we discuss our results and some caveats in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

4.1 Experimental setup

We evaluate our method on a collection of Dutch tweets and forum posts and we validate

our findings on a collection of documents in another domain and language, i.e., English app

reviews. Section 4.1.1 describes these data sets. Details on the implementation of our frame-

work and the construction of our emoticon sentiment lexicon are provided in Sections 4.1.2

and 4.1.3, respectively. Last, in Section 4.1.4, we present our evaluation methodology.

4.1.1 Data

Our Dutch collection consists of 2,080 Dutch documents, i.e., 1,040 tweets and 1,040 forum

messages. We have randomly sampled these messages from search results from Twitter and

Google discussion groups when querying for brands like Vodafone, KLM, and Kinect, while

making sure to select only those texts that contain emoticons. Three human annotators have

manually annotated these documents for their associated polarity, i.e., positive or negative,

until they reached agreement. The resulting data set consists of 1,067 positive documents

and 1,013 negative documents. Emoticons occur in all documents in this data set.

The 10,069 English app reviews in our validation set have been crawled from Apple’s App

Store for the United Kingdom. The reviewed apps in our corpus range from, among others,

the Dropbox, Gmail, and WhatsApp Messenger apps to the TomTom Europe, Bloomberg, and

Pocket Whip apps. Each review was annotated by its author for the associated sentiment by

means of a star rating, ranging from one star (very negative) to five stars (very positive). We

have converted these ratings into binary polarity classes by assigning a negative classification

to reviews with one, two, or three stars, and a positive classification to reviews with four or

five stars. We have thus obtained 7,017 positive and 3,052 negative English app reviews. By

applying our emoticon detection method described in Section 3.2, we have detected emoticons

in a subset of 655 English app reviews, i.e., in 527 positive and 128 negative documents.
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Fig. 2. Graphical user interface facilitating comparison of results.

4.1.2 Implementation

In a C# implementation of our framework for polarity classification of Dutch documents,

we look for empty lines or lines starting with an indentation in order to split a document

into paragraphs. When splitting a document into sentences, we look for punctuation marks,

such as “.”, “!”, and “?”, as well as for emoticons, as most emoticons are placed at the end

of a text segment (see Section 3.1). We utilize a proprietary maximum-entropy based POS

tagger for Dutch and a proprietary sentiment lexicon for Dutch words, both of which have

been provided to us by Teezir (http://www.teezir.com). This proprietary sentiment lexicon

enables us to retrieve both the sentiment scores of sentiment-carrying words and the values for

their associated modifiers, i.e., negators or amplifiers, if any. The design of the graphical user

interface of our software, depicted in Figure 2 facilitates the comparison between sentiment

analysis with and without taking into account the information conveyed by emoticons.

In a similar, Java-based implementation of our framework for polarity classification of

English documents, we detect paragraphs by making use of empty lines in a document, as

we assume these empty lines to be used to separate two paragraphs from one another. This

is a valid assumption for our collection of English app reviews. Furthermore, we employ the

Stanford Tokenizer [30] for identifying sentences and words in the identified paragraphs. For

POS tagging and lemmatization of words, we use the OpenNLP [3] POS tagger and the Java

WordNet Library (JWNL) API [52], respectively. We use the identified lemma and POS of

each word in order to retrieve its associated sentiment score from the SentiWordNet 3.0 [1]

sentiment lexicon. Following recent findings [24], we account for negation by inverting the

polarity of the two words following a negation keyword that is listed in a negation lexicon [24].

Last, we account for amplification by means of an existing amplification lexicon, listing ampli-

fication keywords and their effect on the sentiment conveyed by the first succeeding word [48].
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4.1.3 Emoticon sentiment lexicon

One of the key elements in our novel emoticon-based polarity classification framework is the

emoticon sentiment lexicon. Several lists of emoticons are readily available [10, 32, 50, 36,

15, 45, 31, 54]. We propose to combine these eight existing lists into one large emoticon

sentiment lexicon. In this process, we leave out duplicate entries. Additionally, we leave out

character representations of body parts and representations of objects, as the latter two types

of emoticons do not carry any sentiment.

This process yields a list of 477 emoticons representing facial expressions or body poses

like thumbs up. Three human annotators have manually rated the emoticons in our lexicon

for their associated sentiment with a numeric score in the interval [−1, 1], which we have

discretized a priori into −1.0 (negative), 0.0 (neutral), and 1.0 (positive), in order for the

scores of sentiment-carrying emoticons to reflect the dominance of emoticons over textual

cues. As the sentiment scores are assumed to be real numbers (see Section 3.2), the numeric

sentiment score of each individual emoticon has subsequently been determined as the score

closest to the average of the annotators’ scores for that emoticon, thus assigning equal weights

to the annotators’ opinions. For about 88% of the considered emoticons, our three annotators

assigned identical scores to the respective emoticons. The lexicon thus generateda is utilized

in two implementations of our framework – one for polarity classification of Dutch documents,

the other for polarity classification of English documents.

4.1.4 Evaluation

The implementation of our proposed polarity classification framework allows us to perform

experiments in order to compare the performance of several configurations of our framework.

First, we consider an absolute baseline of not accounting for the information conveyed by

emoticons (Baseline), thus essentially reducing our analysis to an existing lexicon-based

document-level polarity classification method [2]. Then, as a first alternative, we consider an

approach in which the sentiment conveyed by emoticons is assumed to affect the surrounding

text on a sentence level (Emo.S). Last, we consider accounting for the sentiment conveyed by

emoticons on a paragraph level when classifying the polarity of a piece of text (Emo.P).

We assess the performance of each method in terms of precision, recall, and F1-score

for positive and negative documents separately, as well as the overall accuracy and macro-

level F1-score. Precision is the proportion of the positively (negatively) classified documents

which have an actual classification of positive (negative), whereas recall is the proportion

of the actual positive (negative) documents which are also classified as such. The F1-score

is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The macro-level F1-score is the average of

the F1-scores of the positive and negative documents, weighted for their respective relative

frequencies. Accuracy is the proportion of correctly classified documents.

In order to get a clear view on the impact of accounting for the sentiment conveyed by

emoticons in sentiment analysis, we assess the statistical significance of the observed per-

formance differences by means of a paired two-sample one-tailed t-test. To this end, we

randomly split our data sets into ten equally sized subsets, on which we assess the perfor-

mance of our considered methods. The mean performance measures over these subsets can

then be compared by means of the t-test.

aAvailable on-line at http://people.few.eur.nl/hogenboom/files/EmoticonSentimentLexicon.zip
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Table 3. Performance measures of all of our considered approaches on our collection of Dutch

tweets and forum posts. The best performance is printed in bold for each performance measure.

Positive Negative Overall
Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Accuracy F1

Baseline 0.222 0.209 0.215 0.216 0.229 0.222 0.219 0.219
Emo.S 0.670 0.650 0.660 0.680 0.590 0.632 0.590 0.646
Emo.P 0.935 0.954 0.944 0.951 0.930 0.940 0.942 0.942

Table 4. Relative differences of the overall accuracy of our considered approaches, benchmarked

against one another on our collection of Dutch tweets and forum posts. Performance differences
marked with ∗ are statistically significant at p < 0.05, those marked with ∗∗ are significant at

p < 0.01, and those marked with ∗∗∗ are significant at p < 0.001.

Benchmark Baseline Emo.S Emo.P
Baseline 0.000 1.697∗∗∗ 3.308∗∗∗

Emo.S -0.629∗∗∗ 0.000 0.597∗∗∗

Emo.P -0.768∗∗∗ -0.374∗∗∗ 0.000

Table 5. Relative differences of the macro-level F1-score of our considered approaches, bench-
marked against one another on our collection of Dutch tweets and forum posts. Performance

differences marked with ∗ are statistically significant at p < 0.05, those marked with ∗∗ are signif-
icant at p < 0.01, and those marked with ∗∗∗ are significant at p < 0.001.

Benchmark Baseline Emo.S Emo.P
Baseline 0.000 1.955∗∗∗ 3.310∗∗∗

Emo.S -0.662∗∗∗ 0.000 0.458∗∗∗

Emo.P -0.768∗∗∗ -0.314∗∗∗ 0.000

4.2 Experimental results on Dutch tweets and forum posts

On our collection of Dutch tweets and forum posts, our considered polarity classification

approaches exhibit clear differences in terms of performance, as demonstrated in Tables 3,

4, and 5. The absolute baseline of not accounting for the sentiment conveyed by emoticons

(Baseline) is outperformed by both considered methods of harvesting information from

emoticons for the sentiment analysis process. Overall, sentence-level accounting for emoticon

sentiment (Emo.S) yields a statistically significant increase in accuracy and macro-level F1

from 22% to 59% and from 22% to 65%, respectively. Assuming the sentiment conveyed by

emoticons to affect the surrounding text on a paragraph level (Emo.P) significantly increases

both overall polarity classification accuracy and macro-level F1 even further to 94%.

The performance differences between our novel Emo.S and Emo.P methods suggest that,

in our set of Dutch tweets and forum posts, the scope of influence of the sentiment conveyed by

emoticons is not always limited to the surrounding text on a sentence level, but may extend

to the surrounding text on a paragraph level as well. In general, assuming a paragraph-

level influence of emoticons yields significantly better polarity classification performance than

assuming a sentence-level influence. Nevertheless, both approaches work significantly better

than the Baseline approach, which assumes no influence of emoticons at all.

The comparably weak performance of our Baseline method suggests that in our Dutch

corpus, emoticons do not often stress sentiment that is already conveyed by sentiment-carrying

words. Conversely, the authors of our tweets and forum posts mostly use emoticons to express

or disambiguate their sentiment. This holds for positive texts, as well as for negative ones.
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Table 6. Performance measures of all of our considered approaches on our collection of English

app reviews. The best performance is printed in bold for each performance measure.

Positive Negative Overall
Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Accuracy F1

Baseline 0.788 0.856 0.821 0.587 0.469 0.521 0.739 0.730
Emo.S 0.793 0.859 0.825 0.600 0.484 0.536 0.746 0.737
Emo.P 0.794 0.860 0.826 0.602 0.486 0.538 0.747 0.738

Table 7. Relative differences of the overall accuracy of our considered approaches, benchmarked

against one another on our collection of English app reviews. Performance differences marked with
∗ are statistically significant at p < 0.05, those marked with ∗∗ are significant at p < 0.01, and

those marked with ∗∗∗ are significant at p < 0.001.

Benchmark Baseline Emo.S Emo.P
Baseline 0.000 0.009∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗

Emo.S -0.009∗∗∗ 0.000 0.001∗

Emo.P -0.010∗∗∗ -0.001∗ 0.000

Table 8. Relative differences of the macro-level F1-score of our considered approaches, bench-

marked against one another on our collection of English app reviews. Performance differences

marked with ∗ are statistically significant at p < 0.05, those marked with ∗∗ are significant at
p < 0.01, and those marked with ∗∗∗ are significant at p < 0.001.

Benchmark Baseline Emo.S Emo.P
Baseline 0.000 0.010∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗

Emo.S -0.010∗∗∗ 0.000 0.001∗

Emo.P -0.011∗∗∗ -0.001∗ 0.000

As such, in our Dutch texts, emoticons are crucial proxies for people’s sentiment, as they

often capture sentiment that cannot typically be inferred from the sentiment-carrying words

used in our texts. This confirms that accounting for the sentiment conveyed by emoticons is

a viable strategy when performing sentiment analysis of text.

4.3 Validation on English app reviews

In order to validate our findings presented in Section 4.2, we have assessed the performance

of our considered polarity classification approaches on a collection of documents in another

language, covering another domain. Tables 6, 7, and 8 present the performance of our methods

on this collection of English app reviews, some of which contain emoticons.

Accounting for emoticons in the polarity classification process has a small, yet significant

effect on the polarity classification performance when considering all 10,069 documents in

this corpus. The overall accuracy significantly increases with about 1% from 74% for the

Baseline approach to 75% for both considered emoticon-guided polarity classification meth-

ods. Similarly, the macro-level F1-score exhibits a significant increase of approximately 1%

from 73% for the Baseline method to 74% for our novel Emo.S and Emo.P approaches.

The differences between the latter emoticon-guided polarity classification approaches are very

small, yet statistically significant, on the full data set.

The observed performance improvements of our emoticon-guided approaches, compared

to the emoticon-ignoring Baseline method, are mainly driven by improved polarity clas-

sification performance on the negative documents in our collection of English app reviews.
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Table 9. Performance measures of all of our considered approaches on English app reviews that

contain emoticons. The best performance is printed in bold for each performance measure.

Positive Negative Overall
Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Accuracy F1

Baseline 0.867 0.863 0.865 0.446 0.453 0.450 0.783 0.784
Emo.S 0.952 0.903 0.927 0.671 0.813 0.735 0.885 0.889
Emo.P 0.964 0.911 0.937 0.701 0.859 0.772 0.901 0.904

Table 10. Relative differences of the overall accuracy of our considered approaches, benchmarked

against one another on English app reviews that contain emoticons. Performance differences

marked with ∗ are statistically significant at p < 0.05, those marked with ∗∗ are significant at
p < 0.01, and those marked with ∗∗∗ are significant at p < 0.001.

Benchmark Baseline Emo.S Emo.P
Baseline 0.000 0.131∗∗∗ 0.150∗∗∗

Emo.S -0.116∗∗∗ 0.000 0.017∗

Emo.P -0.131∗∗∗ -0.017∗ 0.000

Table 11. Relative differences of the macro-level F1-score of our considered approaches, bench-

marked against one another on English app reviews that contain emoticons. Performance differ-
ences marked with ∗ are statistically significant at p < 0.05, those marked with ∗∗ are significant

at p < 0.01, and those marked with ∗∗∗ are significant at p < 0.001.

Benchmark Baseline Emo.S Emo.P
Baseline 0.000 0.135∗∗∗ 0.154∗∗∗

Emo.S -0.119∗∗∗ 0.000 0.017∗

Emo.P -0.133∗∗∗ -0.017∗ 0.000

Whereas the performance of our Baseline method may be thwarted by people’s tendency of

writing negative texts with rather positive words [7, 17, 49], the Emo.S and Emo.P methods

compensate for this possible bias towards positivity by harvesting crucial information from

emoticons. These results support our underlying assumption of the sentiment conveyed by

nonverbal cues (i.e., emoticons) dominating the sentiment conveyed by verbal cues – espe-

cially for the negative app reviews in our corpus, emoticons appear to play a crucial role in

expressing or disambiguating an author’s sentiment.

As only about 7% of the documents in our collection of English app reviews contain emoti-

cons, the nevertheless significant differences in terms of polarity classification performance of

our proposed emoticon-guided methods are rather small on the full data set. Tables 9, 10,

and 11 demonstrate more apparent differences in performance on the 655 app reviews that

contain emoticons.

The performance of our considered approaches on the documents containing emoticons

in our collection of English app reviews exhibits a pattern that is similar to our findings

on our collection of Dutch tweets and forum posts containing emoticons, as presented in

Section 4.2. Our novel polarity classification method that accounts for emoticons on a sentence

level (Emo.S) significantly outperforms the Baseline method with about 13% (in relative

terms), with an overall accuracy and a macro-level F1-score increasing from about 78% to

approximately 89%. Accounting for emoticons on a paragraph level (Emo.P) yields a further,

statistically significant, relative increase of the overall polarity classification performance with

about 2%, with an overall accuracy and a macro-level F1-score amounting to more than 90%.
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Consequently, as is the case for our Dutch corpus, assuming a paragraph-level influence of

emoticons is to be preferred over assuming a sentence-level influence in our collection of

English app reviews. Additionally, both emoticon-guided polarity classification approaches

significantly outperform our baseline of not accounting for emoticons at all.

Interestingly, in contrast with its observed weak performance on our collection of Dutch

tweets and forum posts containing emoticons, the Baseline method performs rather well on

our English app reviews that contain emoticons. This suggests that in most of the latter

documents, emoticons convey sentiment that is conveyed by the sentiment-carrying words in

these documents as well. As such, emoticons form an equally good proxy for an author’s

sentiment as the sentiment-carrying words in such app reviews. Nevertheless, emoticons play

a crucial role in a subset of our English app reviews containing emoticons, where the main

purpose of these emoticons is to express or disambiguate an author’s intended sentiment.

This mainly holds for most of the negative reviews, where the authors have a tendency of

using rather positive sentiment-carrying words and negative emoticons in order to convey

their negative sentiment. Properly accounting for the sentiment conveyed by emoticons in

such cases yields a significantly improved overall polarity classification performance, thus

confirming that our proposed method of accounting for the sentiment conveyed by emoticons

is not only a viable strategy in our initial corpus of Dutch tweets and forum posts, but in our

validation corpus as well.

4.4 Caveats

Experiments in competitions for sentiment analysis, such as the SemEval 2007 Task 14 on

Affective Text [47], have shown how difficult it is to extract the valence (i.e., sentiment) of

natural language text for both supervised and unsupervised sentiment analysis approaches,

which currently lag behind the performance of the inter-annotator agreement for valence. In

this light, our results clearly indicate that considering emoticons when analyzing the sentiment

conveyed by natural language text appears to be a fruitful addition to the state-of-the-art of

(lexicon-based) sentiment analysis. Our results suggest that whenever emoticons are used,

these visual cues play an important, if not crucial role in conveying an author’s sentiment. The

sentiment conveyed by emoticons tends to dominate the sentiment conveyed by verbal cues

in both of our considered corpora. As such, emoticons have proven to be helpful indicators

of intended sentiment.

However, some issues still remain to be solved. One source of polarity classification errors

lies in the interpretation of natural language text by human readers and the preference of

these readers for certain aspects of a text over others. Consider, for example, the message

“Interesting product =D Just not for me... =/ ”. This message would receive a sentiment

score of 0 when using our framework, as the emoticons cancel each other out in this particular

piece of text. However, in the annotation process of our collection of Dutch tweets and forum

messages, our three human annotators initially did not typically agree on the polarity of

fragments like this as a whole. All three human interpreters turned out to deem one part

of such a fragment to be more important for conveying the overall sentiment than the other

part, even though they initially did not agree on which part was crucial for the polarity of the

fragment. Conversely, for our framework, each part of a text contributes equally to conveying

the overall sentiment of the text.
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Another source of errors can be nicely illustrated when analyzing the polarity conveyed

by our English app reviews. The reviews in our corpus often start with a description of the

app. These descriptions may already contain sentiment-carrying words, whereas the writer

is not yet expressing his or her own opinion at that stage of the review. Apparently, aspects

other than sentiment-carrying words and emoticons, such as their positioning or rhetorical

role [17], may be worthwhile exploiting in sentiment analysis.

5 Conclusions

As people increasingly use emoticons in their utterances of opinions through the Social Web,

it is of paramount importance for automated polarity classification tools to correctly interpret

these graphical cues for sentiment. Our key contribution lies in our analysis of the role that

emoticons typically play in conveying a text’s overall sentiment, as well as in the proposal and

evaluation of our novel method for exploiting emoticons in lexicon-based polarity classification.

Whereas emoticons have until now been considered to be used in a way similar to how

textual cues for sentiment are used [51], the qualitative analysis presented in our current

paper demonstrates that the sentiment associated with emoticons typically dominates the

sentiment conveyed by textual cues in a text segment. The results of our analysis indicate

that people typically use emoticons in natural language text in order to express, stress, or

disambiguate their sentiment in particular text segments, thus rendering them potentially

better local proxies for people’s intended overall sentiment than textual cues.

On a collection of Dutch tweets and forum messages, as well as on another collection

of English app reviews, we find that accounting for the sentiment conveyed by emoticons

on a paragraph level – and, to a lesser extent, on a sentence level – significantly improves

the performance of a lexicon-based polarity classifier. Our findings suggest that whenever

emoticons are used, their associated sentiment dominates the sentiment conveyed by textual

cues and forms a good proxy for the polarity of text.

As our results are very promising, we envisage several directions for future work. First,

we would like to further explore and exploit the interplay of emoticons and textual cues

for sentiment, for instance in cases when emoticons are used to intensify sentiment that

is already conveyed by the text. Another possible direction for future research would be

exploiting structural and semantic aspects of text, e.g., the rhetorical roles of text segments,

in order to be able to differentiate between important and less important text segments in

emoticon-guided polarity classification.
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